Curiosity as a means to explore during reinforcement learning problems has recently become very popular. However, very little progress has been made in utilizing curiosity for learning control. In this work, we propose a model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) framework that combines Bayesian modeling of the system dynamics with curious iLQR, a risk-seeking iterative LQR approach. During trajectory optimization the curious iLQR attempts to minimize both the task-dependent cost and the uncertainty in the dynamics model. We scale this approach to perform reaching tasks on 7-DoF manipulators, to perform both simulation and real robot reaching experiments. Our experiments consistently show that MBRL with curious iLQR more easily overcomes bad initial dynamics models and reaches desired joint configurations more reliably and with less system rollouts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Curiosity has repeatedly been recognized as a fundamental building block of human behaviour [13] . Some researchers go as far as considering curiosity essential for the development of autonomous behaviour in humans [23] . The concept of intrinsically motivated, curious, behavior has also been explored within the reinforcement learning literature from various angles. For example, a first attempt towards intrinsically motivated agents consisted in rewarding agents to minimize prediction errors of sensory events [2] , [19] , [20] . This initial work on curiosity-driven agents was designed for low-dimensional and discrete state-and-action spaces. Recently, curiosity as a means to better explore was also investigated for high-dimensional continuous state spaces [3] , [15] . Most of this work, including recent efforts towards curiosity driven robot learning [12] , [21] , has defined curiosity as a function of model prediction error.
In this work, we take inspiration from Kagan et al. [10] , who define curiosity as motivation to resolve uncertainty in a model. Following this definition, our goal is to develop a model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) algorithm that is aware of its model uncertainty, and optimizes action sequences to not only maximize a reward but also to reduce model uncertainty. MBRL comes with a lot of promise for sample-efficient learning on real robots [1] . However, one of the key challenges centers around making use of a bad model to generate useful data to improve the model and eventually achieve the task. We believe, that curiosity can help with this challenge. Specifically, in this work, our goal is to learn motor control tasks via MBRL, and thus the model represents the system dynamics. Our MBRL algorithm uses a Gaussian process [24] to represent the dynamics and a curious version of the iterative Linear Quadratic Regulator (iLQR) [22] for trajectory optimization, as summarized in Figure 1 . In a nutshell, our curious iLQR aims at optimizing trajectories that minimize the cost as well as the uncertainty in the dynamics model. Several model-based RL algorithms that take uncertainty into account have already been proposed [5] , [6] , [25] . They differ in their choice of policy optimization, dynamics model representation and how they incorporate uncertainty. While [5] , [6] utilize model uncertainty to generate trajectory distributions, the uncertainty does not play an explicit role in the cost. Because of this, these approaches do not explicitly optimize actions that resolve uncertainty in the current model of the dynamics. In order to generate higher rewards for actions that explore the uncertain parts of the dynamics model, we seek to include the variance of the models prediction into the reward function evaluation. To achieve this, our work leverages results on risk-sensitive optimal control [7] , [9] . Specifically, [9] showed that optimizing actions with respect to the expected exponentiated cost directly takes into account higher order moments of the cost distribution while affording a computation of the optimal control through simple Ricatti equations. These results were extended to the nonlinear case in [7] which proposes a risk-sensitive version of iLQR which has the advantage of computational simplicity. The risk-sensitive control approach [7] , [9] was presented on the premise that we want to avoid high variance states when we have a model of the system dynamics, and process noise. Here, we show that in the model-based RL setting, where we aim to learn a dynamics model from scratch, it is in fact beneficial to seek out actions which create state-action pairs for which the current dynamics model is uncertain. More concretely, the contributions of this work are as follows: We combine risk-seeking -curious -iLQR with Gaussian process regression into a model-based RL loop that learns a model of the system dynamics from scratch, while trying to achieve a task. We demonstrate that such optimal control algorithms can be scaled to seven Degree of Freedom (DoF) manipulation platforms. Finally, we present a thorough analysis on utilizing curiosity for MBRL via optimal control, and show that curiosity helps to achieve the task faster, and more reliably, when starting from a bad model of the dynamics.
II. BACKGROUND: UNCERTAINTY IN OPTIMAL CONTROL
In this section we review the fundamentals on which our work is built on. An approach enabling the inclusion of higher order statistics in the performance measure while keeping computations tractable, at least in the linear case, is to use exponential costs, as introduced by Jacobson [9] . [7] extended this work by deriving an iterative algorithm for continuous-time stochastic nonlinear optimal control problems called iterative Linear Exponential-Quadratic Optimal Control under Gaussian Process Noise (iLEG). Ponton et al. [16] extended the work from [7] to cases where not only process noise is present but also measurement noise has to be taken into consideration. Next, we briefly present the details of the risk-sensitive iLQR algorithm, following [7] , [16] and [9] .
A. Risk-sensitive iLQR
To include stochastic processes when optimizing a trajectory, it is necessary to consider a nonlinear optimal control problem where the system dynamics are defined by the following stochastic differential equation
where f represents the dynamics of the system and g the stochasticity of the problem. ∆ω is a Brownian motion with zero mean and covariance (Σ · ∆t). Following the idea of [9] to include higher order momenta of the cost function, the objective function takes the form of an exponential transformation of the performance criteria J:
where J (π) is the performance index, which is a random variable, and a functional of the policy π. E E is the expected value of J over stochastic trajectories induced by the policy π. σ ∈ R accounts for the sensitivity of the cost to higher order moments (variance, skewness, etc). Notably from [7] , the cost is
where var and sk stand for variance and skewness and J * is the optimal task cost. When σ > 0 the optimal control will be risk-averse, favoring low costs with low variance but when σ < 0 the optimal control will be risk-seeking, favoring low costs with high variance. σ = 0 reduces to the standard, risk-neutral, optimal control problem. We will exploit this property to create policies that explore regions with high uncertainty in the next sections. Let the performance criteria J be
L is composed of the state cost Φ(x k ) and a quadratic control
is the cost at the final state.
B. Algorithm derivation
The algorithm begins with a nominal state and control input trajectory x n and u n . The dynamics are linearized and the cost is quadratized along u n k , x n k in terms of state and control deviations δx k = x t − x n k , δu k = u k − u n k leading to the linear dynamics approximation:
where A k = ∆t ∂f ∂xk and B k = ∆t ∂f ∂uk C k represents how the uncertainty propagates through the system. And the quadratic approximation of the cost
with final cost
where q k q k , r k , Q k , R k and P k are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the cost function around the nominal trajectory. Given the quadratic control cost, the locally optimal control law will be of the form δu k = k k + K k δx k and the underlying optimal control problem can be solved by using Bellman equation
and making the following quadratic approximation of the value function Ψ:
where S k = ∇ δxδx Ψ and s k = ∇ δx Ψ−S k δx k are functions of the partial derivatives of the value function. Using the linear dynamics, the quadratic cost and the quadratic approximation of Ψ, and solving for the optimal control, we get
where H k , g k , G k are given by
The corresponding backward recursions are
With σ = 0 the recursions revert to the usual Ricatti recursions for iLQR [22] .
III. MBRL VIA CURIOUS ILQR
In this section we present how we can incorporate curious behaviour into a robot's learning control loop and how it can affect it's capability of achieving a task. Rooted in the literature [10] , we believe that by seeking out uncertainties, a robot is able to solve a reinforcement learning task faster and therefore gain higher rewards sooner compared to a non curious robot. Keeping real robot experiments in mind, we design an approach that explores while optimizing a trajectory to achieve a particular task. The exploration should reduce uncertainty about the robots dynamics model, while staying close to the trajectory that is being optimized for the task. More concretely, a result of having high uncertainty in the model is a high variance in an optimized state sequence. In our work we want to seek out actions that reduce this variance. In the following we are going to outline our approach in more detail, and we start by reviewing the general model-based reinforcement learning setting.
A. Model-Based Reinforcement Learning
The goal of model based reinforcement learning (MBRL) is to solve a task through learning a model of the dynamics. The dynamics are described through x k+1 = f (x k , u k ) were x k and u k are the state and action of the current time step, and x k+1 the state at the next time step. f represents the learned model of the dynamics. The goal is to find a policy u k = π(x k ) s.t min u {J (x k , u)} where J is the cost associated with taking action u when in state x k . In our work we initialize our dynamics model with data collected through motor babbling, followed by an optimal control loop to optimize for a locally optimal policy for a fixed time horizon, using the current model. Next the optimal policy under the current dynamics is executed on the robot and the resulting data is used to update the model. In model based reinforcement learning the model and the optimizer are task independent. This independence promises sample efficiency as a already learned model can be reused for new tasks. Specifically in our work, we can learn new reaching positions in as few as three iterations.
B. Curious iLQR via model uncertainty
We now move on to describing the details of our instantiation of a risk-seeking -curious -iLQR approach. In the background Section II-A we recalled the backward recursions for a risk sensitive optimizer. This optimizer works with the assumption that a known dynamics model is disturbed by a stochastic noise process. In our work, in contrast, we do not assume a known dynamics model but learn and improve the dynamics model as we are trying to achieve a task. The quality of our current model affects the quality of the solution an optimizer can find. This can lead to MBRL loops getting stuck in 'local optima' or converging very slowly. Our hypothesis is that, by trying to explore uncertainties in the model, our MBRL loop can escape these local minima and find better solutions, faster, to a task. On a high level we can summarize our approach as follows: To model uncertainties we take a probabilistic approach to modeling the forward dynamics of the system. The optimizer reasons about uncertainties in the dynamics model to find solutions to a nonlinear optimal control problem. The algorithm alternates between improving the probabilistic dynamics of the robot model from the recently unrolled trajectory, optimizing the trajectory using the current model, and rolling out the current locally optimal policy on the system. See Figure 1 for an overview of the approach. 
where f is the mean vector and Σ k+1 the covariance matrix of the predictive distribution evaluated at (x k , u k ). The GP outputs the acceleration at the next time stepθ t+1 which is numerically integrated to velocitÿ
and positionθ
The prior mean of the GP is considered to be zero and the chosen kernel is problem dependent. Given a test input x * = (x k , u k ), the posterior distribution, under the prior, of the GP takes the form of
where X and y are the training inputs and training outputs collected while running the policy on the robot. κ is the kernel function, k * = [κ(x * , x 1 ), ..., κ(x * , x N )], k * * = κ(x * , x * ) and K = κ(X, X). The use of a probabilistic method to model the dynamics of the system has the benefit of naturally including a notion of uncertainty in the predictions, in contrast to other methods, like neural networks, where this can only be achieved by emulating predictions of distributions, see [11] for an overview. Next we outline how model uncertainty can be included during policy optimization.
2) Seeking out uncertainties: When referring back to equation (1), our system dynamics can be defined as
where x k+1 is a random variable, h is the mean prediction of the GP integrated as in equations (16) and (17) to the future state x k+1 . Σ is the covariance matrix of the posterior distribution of the GP predictions. When linearising our dynamics around a nominal trajectory
we have A k = ∆t ∂f ∂xk , B k = ∆t ∂f ∂uk and ω k ∼ N (ω k |0, Σ k+1 ), where A k and B k are the analytical gradients of the GP prediction at each time step.
For our formulation, the covariance matrix is of particular interest, as it provides the information that is essential for our algorithm to explore. The uncertainty of the Gaussian process model when evaluating the posterior distribution at (x k , u k ) is the notion of uncertainty that can be used in order to encourage the agent to choose actions such that the uncertainty of the model will be resolved in the future. It is important to note now that Σ k+1 in equations (12) and (13) represents the uncertainty of the model when predicting x k+1 from (x k , u k ). As can be seen from equations (13) and (14), with a negative σ value, the cost explicitly favors for the uncertainty in the dynamics. As a result, the agent is encouraged to select actions that include some level of uncertainty while still trying to reduce the task specific error. With σ = 0 the agent will ignore any uncertainty in the environment and therefore not explore around the trajectory that should be optimized. In this case the optimizer ignores any higher order statistics of the cost function and only resolves the optimal control problem by minimizing the expectation over the cost.
C. Challenges in High-dimensional State space
Previous work such as [7] and [16] using risk-sensitive control variations of iLQR primarily deal with simplified, low dimensional problems. Our experiments are conducted on a 7 degree of freedom Sawyer robot, and the higher dimensional system adds some complexities to the approach. Firstly, we approximate our dynamics using 7 Gaussian Process models, which model each joint's dynamics independently. This makes a strong assumption about dimensional independence, but also makes our analysis much simpler. Moreover, vanilla Gaussian Processes do not scale to large number of datapoints, and we use a sparse GP representation from the GPy [8] library. This approximation allows us to work with fairly high-dimensional input spaces (21 dimensional in experiments with a 7 DoF robot arm) and use large number of datapoints for training the dynamics. In Section II-A, the gradients of the value function (Equations (13), (14) ) tend to suffer from numerical ill-conditioning in high-dimensions. We account for this issue with Tikhonov regularization: before inversion for calculating the optimal control we add a diagonal constant matrix to H k from Equation (12). Before we describe our high dimensional experiments, we illustrate our approach with two simple toy examples.
IV. ILLUSTRATION: CURIOUS ILQR
In this section, we show some toy examples that illustrate the advantages of using curiosity -the motivation to resolve uncertainty -as an exploration tool. The objectives of these toy experiments are twofold (1) they should provide an analysis of whether it is possible to escape local minima with curiosity, that a locally optimal optimizer, can potentially get stuck in [22] . And (2) if by trying to resolve the uncertainty in the model, the agent explores parts of the state space that are less known but contain relevant information for solving potential future tasks and is therefore able to transfer easier. In the following, and throughout the paper, we will refer to the agent that tries to resolve the uncertainty in its environment as curious and the one that is not following the uncertainty as normal.
A. Mountain Car Example
In this experiment, we analyze the benefit of including model uncertainty during trajectory planning to find a globally optimal solution, instead of converging to a local optimal solution, when using a locally optimal feedback controller. The mountain car problem [14] consists of an under-actuated car that should be parked at the top of a steep hill when starting from the valley. In this example gravity is stronger then the cars engine so the car cannot simply accelerate to drive up the hill and must gain momentum by driving up the opposite hill. This problem is representative for how an optimizer, that finds locally optimal solutions, is not able to compute a trajectory to actually solve the task. Locally the best action would always be to drive up the goal hill and not drive away from the goal, to leverage potential energy, and finally reach the desired goal position. We learn a probabilistic model of the system dynamics and a policy as presented in III.
To show that the curious agent, in fact, explores a wider portion of the state space, Fig. 2 shows the position of the mountain car over the course of the experiment. The curious agent is extensively exploring the state space, while the normal agent, as well as the risk averse agent, suffers from being trapped in its locally optimal solution. The behaviour of driving away from the goal is only observed in the curious agent, and thus this agent is the only one receiving a reward by the end of the episode.
B. Learning model faster by following its own uncertainty
The second experimental platform is the OpenAI gym Reacher environment [4] , a two degrees of freedom arm attached at the center of the scene. The goal of the task is to reach a target placed in the environment. In the experiments presented below, actions were optimized as described in section III. The intuition behind this experiment is that, if an agent is driven to resolve uncertainty in its model, by exploring less known states, a better model of the system dynamics can be learned and therefore used to optimize a control sequence more reliably. Our hypothesis is that the model learned by the curious agent is more certain by the end of learning. As it was driven to resolve uncertainties in the environment we expect it to be more robust when solving the reaching task for new targets. In Figure 3 the end-effector position in euclidean space shows the behaviour of the 2D arm of the curious and normal agent. Four outer learning iterations are shown for two desired target positions. Each row depicts a different target position. The curious agent tries to resolve the uncertainty within the model, the normal agent does not consider the uncertainty in the model but optimizes only for the task related reward. For the first target position the normal agent seemingly reaches the target after the second learning iteration, the curious agent only manages to reach the target during the third iteration. Interestingly, the exploration of the curious agent leverages the arm to reach the second target position immediately and continues to reach it consistently thereafter. Figure 4 confirms the assumption that the curious agent is more certain than the normal agent, as it is certain about the predictions it is making to reach the second target. The figure shows the uncertainty and the prediction error of the model for the normal and the curious agent respectively. The values are reported in end-effector space. The curious model overall has lower uncertainty and prediction error values compared to the normal agent, over the whole state space. Fig. 4 : The uncertainty and the prediction error in end effector space for the normal and curious agent. The dots represent the target positons, the first target is on the bottom, the second on the top. The cross is the initial position when starting the experiment. Regions that are not by the arm reachable are shown in dark blue.
V. EXPERIMENTS ON HIGH-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS
Lastly the goal of this work is to perform experiments on torque-controlled manipulator. Our first experimental platform is a 7 degrees of freedom Kuka iiwa7 simulation in the PyBullet physics simulator [17] . In the next Section, we present results on a 7 degrees of freedom Sawyer robot arm hardware from Rethink Robotics [18] . The goal of these experiments is to reach a desired target joint configuration. The dynamics are learned with Gaussian process regression. For each output dimension a separate GP is trained and the algorithm used is the same as presented in section III. We believe that curiosity (on average) helps the optimizer to find better solutions faster, because it helps escape local optima within the MBRL loop. Curiosity also means we explore more and because of that we learn more about the dynamics which helps when using the model for new targets. Overall we believe that, as we improve our model while rolling out trajectories optimized under the current model, curiosity helps us escape the local minima given by the possibly bad quality of our model, by exploring more and learn more about the dynamics of the system. In simulation, we performed three different kinds of experiments that we will describe in detail below. Throughout all of the simulation experiments the trajectory was 0.625s long at a sampling rate of 240 Hz. Motor babbling was performed at the beginning for 0.5s by commanding sine-trajectories in each joint.
A. Reaching task from scratch
During the first set of experiments, we wanted to compare the performance of both controllers when learning to reach a given target configuration from scratch. We performed ten experiments for each kind of controller while always perturbing the initial joint positions slightly. We also randomly initialize the torque trajectories for the optimizer to make sure the initial trajectory would not influence convergence to a solution. For a given target joint configuration, 20 iterations of optimizing the trajectory, running the trajectory on the system and updating the dynamics model, were performed. We perform this experiment for 3 different target joint configurations. For each target we run 10 trials, where the variability between trials is caused by the random initial torque trajectory, and by small perturbations to the starting configuration (simulating sensing noise). Figure 5 visualizes the mean and variance of the end-effector trajectories across the 10 trials on the first target. We observe that MBRL with the curious iLQR reaches the target end-effector position, by the end of learning, more consistently then with normal iLQR. Most notably is the variance of the final trajectories when using MBRL with regular iLQR. This suggests, that at least for a few trials MBRL with iLQR failed to converge to the target within 20 learning iterations. We summarize results of all 3 experiments, corresponding to 3 different target joint configurations in Table I . Here we present both the final end-effector distance, as well as how often the MBRL loop succeeded to reach the target with at least 10cm precision within 20 iterations. We see, that, independent of the target, on average, MBRL with curious iLQR reaches the target faster and more reliably. B. Optimizing towards new targets after model learning To confirm the hypothesis that the models learned by MBRL with curious iLQR generalize better, because they have explored the state space better, we decided to evaluate the learned dynamics models on a second set of experiments in which the robot tries to reach new, unseen targets. Thus, in this experiment with take the GP models learned during experiment 1 in Section V-A and use them to optimize trajectories to reach new targets that were not seen during training of the model. The results are shown in Figure 6 , where three randomly chosen targets where set and the trajectory was optimized with regular iLQR. Note, that here we use regular iLQR to optimize for the trajectory so that we can better compare the models learned with/without curiosity in the previous set of experiments. The results are averaged across 10 trials. Here, the 10 trials correspond to using one of the 10 dynamics models at the end of Experiment 1 in Section V-A. For each trial, the initial torque trajectory was initialized randomly, and the initial joint configuration slightly perturbed. The mean trajectories and standard deviation of the end-effector trajectories across the 10 trials are shown. We see that MBRL with curious iLQR results in a model that performs better when presented with a new target. The new targets are reached more reliably and precisely. Here, we chose the new target location to be close to the initial target (from Experiment 1 in Section V-A) because we assume that the MBRL runs in the previous Section only learned reliable dynamics models locally.
C. Continual learning towards 2nd target
In an additional experiment, we test the continual updating of the dynamics models, when optimizing for a 2nd target (after target 1 was achieved in Experiment V-A). Here, we select a target end-effector position that is far away from the initial, and let MBRL with normal and with curious iLQR continue to update their respective models. Because here we already start with an initial dynamics model, we perform a maximum of five rollouts and learning updates. The mean distance to the desired end-effector position averaged across 5 trials is shown in Figure 7 . The 5 trials correspond to 5 randomly chosen GP models from Experiment 1 in Section V-A, and randomly intialized torque trajectories. The plot shows, that MBRL with curiosity already get's closer to the target during the first rollout. This is likely to be a combination of both a better dynamics models learned with curious iLQR in the first experiment, and the continued use of curiosity to optimize to the new target. The final optimized trajectories using MBRL with curious iLQR reaches the target with high precision faster than continual MBRL with regular iLQR. We give a visual depiction of the end-effector trajectories for the 5 system rollouts in Figure 8 , for one trial. 
VI. REAL HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS
The experimental platform for our hardware experiments is the Sawyer Robot [18] , again a 7 DoF manipulator. The purpose of the experiments was to demonstrate the applicability and the benefits of our algorithm on real hardware. We perform reaching experiments for 4 different target locations. Each experiment is started from scratch with no prior data, and the number of hardware experiments needed to reach the target are compared. The results are summarized in Table II and show the number of learning iterations needed in order to reach the target together with the precision in end-effector space. If the target was reached with a precision of below 10 cm, we would consider the task as achieved, if the target was not reached after the 8th learning iteration we would stop the experiment and consider the last end-effector position. Running the experiment on hardware was a lengthy process, as the GP training and the rollout would happen iteratively and GP training time increases with growing amount of data. For this reason we decided to terminate our experiments after eight iterations. We repeated each experiment three times to demonstrate the repeatability of our method as we expected measurement noise to affect solutions. From the table we can see that MBRL with curious iLQR would reach a target on average after 3.5 iterations with a average precision of 7 cm compared to MBRL with regular iLQR that needed 5.9 iterations (often not ever reaching the target after eight iterations with the desired precision), with a precision of 14cm on average. As in simulation, similar to Experiment V-B we wanted to evaluate the quality of the learned models on new target positions. The results are summarized in Table III and are similar to what we observe in simulation, the models learned with curiosity, when used to optimize for new targets can achieve higher precision then when using the models learned without curiosity. Note, again here we utilize regular iLQR for the optimization for both types of learned models. In Figure 10 we show two example of end-effector trajectories when reaching two targets, for each approach.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented a model-based reinforcement learning algorithm that uses an optimal control framework to trade-off between optimizing for a task specific cost, and exploring around a locally optimal trajectory. Our algorithm explicitly rewards actions that seek out uncertainties in our model, by incorporating them into the cost. By doing so, we are able to learn a model of the dynamics that achieves the task faster than MBRL with standard iLQR, and also transfers well to other tasks. We present experiments on Kuka iiwa7 arm in simulation, and a Sawyer robot on hardware.
In both sets of experiments, MBRL with curious iLQR (our approach) not only learns to achieve the specified task faster, but also generalizes to new tasks and initial conditions. All this points towards the conclusion that resolving dynamics uncertainty during model-based reinforcement learning is indeed a powerful tool. As [13] states, curiosity is a superficial affection, it can arise, diverge and end promptly. We were able to observe similar behaviour as well in our experiments. Once the task was achieved, the robot would explore and deviate slightly from the task, and go back to exploiting once its fairly certain about the dynamics. In the future, we would like to explore this direction by considering how to maintain exploration strategies and potentially reuse them later, especially on new tasks. This could be helpful if the robot is still certain about a task, even though the environment or task has changed. Furthermore, we noticed that, with increasing amount of high dimensional data, the scalability of the Gaussian processes was reaching its limits. Therefore we would want to investigate the potential of Bayesian neural networks in our MBRL framework in the future.
